
THE CLAIM GAME DESCRIPTION 

 

1.  OBJECT OF THE GAME – Be the first player to use all their cubes and reach a  

                                                            “FINISH’ tile while accumulating the most points. 

2.  SET UP 

     a.  Construct game board by placing tiles, 10 tiles wide, and 9 tiles high, to form a rectangle. 

     b.  Place the START and FINISH tiles on the corners and sides of the outside rows. 

     c.  Connect tiles by matching the green village features, and/or the brown countryside features to 

          any connecting tiles. 

     d.  Create villages using 2-6 tiles. 

     e.  The tiles with special instructions are scattered around as part of the game board. 

     f.   Each of the 4 players chooses a color of game pieces. 

     g.  After some game experience, you can experiment with various game board shapes and sizes. 

 

 
              
 

 

 

 

 

3.  BEGIN GAME  
      a.  Players shake the die, highest number goes first. 

      b.  Players place their pawn on their choice of start tile, beginning with   

           player who rolled highest number.  The player who rolled second    

           highest goes next, then third highest, then player who rolled  

           lowest number.  Players, in the same order, then place their 3 markers    

           on the special instruction tiles. The markers may be on the same tile,  

           on different tiles, or a combination of same and different tiles.   

           Multiple players may place there marker(s) on a tile. 

4.  PLAYER’S TURN 

     a.  Players shake the die, and move their pawn the number of tiles shown on the die. 

      b. When landing on a tile with more than one feature, a player can claim only one feature in a turn. 

      c.  A player may claim an unclaimed village by landing their pawn on a tile in the village in the exact 

          number of tile moves shown on the die, and placing a cube on that tile.  If one tile in the village is  

          occupied by a cube, that player has claimed the village.  The player must claim all the tiles in the    

          village, before claiming other villages.    

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 5.  



SPECIAL INSTRUCTION TILES                                     

      a.  When a player lands on these tiles, follow the directions.   
           Then the player removes their marker from the tile.  

 

 

6.  FINISH TILES 

     a.  After a player has used all their cubes to claim   

          villages, they continue in turn to shake the die and            

           move toward a finish tile.  

                                                               

7.  END OF GAME 

     a.  The game ends when all players but one, have used   

          all their cubes and landed on a finish tile.   Only one  

          player may occupy a finish tile. 

 

8.  SCORING 

     a.  First player to use all cubes and reach a finish tile gets 7 points. 

     b.  Second player to use all cubes and reach a finish tile, gets 5 points. 

     c.  Third player to use all cubes and reach a finish tile, gets 3 points. 

     d.  Fourth and last player, gets 1 point. 

     e.  Players add up the numbers on all completed claimed villages. 

     f.  Any incomplete claimed village features score 1 point per tile. 

     g.  Players add up finish points and claimed incomplete village points.  

     h.  Most points wins. 

 

9.  GAME COMPONENTS 

     a.  90 tiles,  

     b.  Each player has: 1 pawn, 3 markers, and 12 cubes in player’s color. 

     c.  1 die 
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